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Abstract
The paper summarises on-going research into lowcost electric propulsion system options for small
satellite stationkeeping missions. An overview of
system cost drivers, electric propulsion system
trade-offs, and initial water resistojet experimental
results is given. The propulsion system for the
forthcoming UoSAT-12 minisatellite system is
described. Future water resistojet research work is
summarised.

Introduction
The success of small satellite missions depends on
low-cost launch opportunities. So far, the majority
of University of Surrey satellite (UoSAT) missions
have been on Ariane launchers attached to the
Ariane Structure for Secondary Payloads (ASAP)
ring and deployed into LEO. Unfortunately, until
now UoSAT spacecraft (as well as similar satellites
built by other Universities and companies) lacked
one critical system that would allow them to
exploit fully emerging opportunities in LEO and
beyond- a propulsion system. Propulsion systems
are a common feature on virtually all larger
satellites. However, until now there has been no
need for very small, low-cost satellites to have
these potentially costly systems. As secondary
payloads, they were deployed into stable, useful
orbits and natural orbit perturbations (drag, J2, etc.)
were acceptable within the context of the relatively
modest mission objectives.
Over the years, these pioneering small satellite
mISSions
have
proven
that
effective
communication, remote sensing and space science
can be done from a cost-effective platform. As
these missions have evolved, various technical
challenges in on-board data handling, low-power
communication, autonomous operations and lowcost engineering have been met and solved. Now,
as mission planners look beyond passive missions
in LEO to bold, new missions which require active
T.1. Lawrence, J. J. Sellers, J.W. Ward, M. Paul

orbit and attitude control, a new challenge is
faced--cost-effective propulsion.
The objective of the research described in this
paper is to investigate cost-effective propulsion
system options for small satellite applications. The
following discussion will ftrst address a new
paradigm developed for understanding propulsion
system costs. Using this approach, water resistojets
emerged as a promising technology option in need
of further research.
A research program
investigating this technology at the University of
Surrey will be described along with preliminary
results. Finally, the near term application for this
propulsion research will be addressed by
describing the system to be deployed on the
forthcoming UoSAT-12 minisatellite mission.

Discussion
Propulsion System Options
The av required for stationkeeping a minisatellite
(-250 kg) in a 3 year sun synchronous orbit is
approximately 200 mfs. There are many types of
propulsion systems that could meet this mission
requirement. However the UoSAT-12 system
conftguration required the payloads to be earth
pointing through out the thruster bum, and other
attitude control requirements lead to the need of a
low thrust system (most stationkeeping satellites
have this same requirement). Figure 1 shows a
comparison of the propellant mass required for
various propulsion system types of this mission
class.

understanding total propulsion cost emerged.
Traditionally, the approach taken to describe
propulsion cost has been to isolate a single
descriptive parameter of the technology, one that
detennines what was perceived to be the most
premium on a satellite - mass (Which ~s why :,e
would choose the Ion engine for our statlonkeepmg
mission). However, while mass is certainly one
important descriptive dimension of system cost it is
not the only one. It is even possible that the overall
cost is increased due to the increased system
complexity needed to achieve the higher mass
efficiency.

Figure-I: Comparison of propulsion system types
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There are several different options shown in Figure
1. The fIrst one is a water resistojet. A resistojet
uses an electrically heated heat exchanger to
thermally heat a working fluid. The Isp of a water
resistojet is -200 s. An ion thruster applies an
electrostatic force to ionised atoms and has an Isp
of - 2585 s for xenon. Pulsed plasma thrusters
(PPT's) use a Lorentz force generated by the
interaction of an arc passing from anode to cathode
with self-induced magnetic fIelds to accelerate a
small quantity of Teflon (Isp -1500 s). An arcjet
discharges an arc in flow to thermally heat a
working fluid (Isp for hydrazine decomposition
products is 502 s).
Magnetoplasmadynamic
thrusters (MPD's) send electric current through a
plasma which interacts with magnetic fIelds to
generate thrust.
The Isp for hydrogen is
approximately 2000 s. Microwave thrusters use
photons to form a plasma for the Lorentz force to
generate acceleration in the working fluid
(ammonia has an Isp of 550 s). A cold gas system
uses the pre-stored energy of a compressed gas to
develop thrust. The Isp for nitrogen is 65 s.
Finally, a hydrazine resistojet works just like a
water
resistojet,
except
that
hydrazine
decomposition products (hydrazine exposed to a
catalyst) are the working fluid. This system's Isp is
300 s.

If mass is not the only dimension, what else is there
to consider? The most obvious is the bottom line
price paid for the hardware. In some ~ituati~ns,
price can be the most important dImenSIOn,
especially for low-budget missions such as ~ose
flown by small, University-sponsored satellites.
For these missions, if the price exceeds a certain
threshold limit, the mission simply will not get off
the ground.
Furthermore, by focusing too closely on price
alone may cause you to miss more important
issues. For example, a given system option may
appear to be a bargain in terms of dollars, but
ensuing logistics or operating costs may far exceed
other, seemingly more expensive options.
Therefore, as part of the research, we set out to
defme all the dimensions that encompass total
propulsion system cost. In addition to mass and
price, there are three other aspects of perf~rmance
to consider: volume, total elapse thrust tIme (to
complete all AV), and power consumed (electric
propulsion options). Finally, there ?Ie other less
obvious opportunity costs to conSider as well.
Collectively, these are referred to as mission costs
as they depend on the technology used. and .the
mission environment. These are: technIcal nsk,
safety, logistics, and integration. Thus, the nine
dimensional cost paradigm includes:
1. Propellant mass
2. Propellant volume
3. Total elapsed thrust time (to complete
a1l6V)
4. Power required
5. System Price
6. Technical risk (to the program)
7. Safety (to deal with inherent personal
risk)
8. Integration
9. Logistics
When this new paradigm was applied to available
system options, interesting results emerged. (~ee
[Sellers, 1996] for the details of the determmmg

From this discussion, a satellite designer may be
tempted to rush out and buy an lon, MPD, or PPT
thruster since they offer the highest performance.
An Ion system would only require a couple of kilos
out of 250 kg to provide the required mission 6 V !
Thus, the satellite designer could have more mass
for payload. Unfortunately, Isp alone is not the
only factor in determining the best propulsion
system.

Cost Paradigm
At the outset of this research into the cost issues of
propulsion systems, it immediately became obvious
that a new approach was needed to better apply the
philosophies of low-cost satellite engineering.
From this research, a new paradigm for
T. J. Lawrence, J.J. Sellers, J.W. Ward, M. Paul
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required in propellant handling), and very easy
logistics (water can go anywhere in the world at
low cost, unlike solids and hypergolic fuels).

the specific values of the model metrics). Figure 2
shows the results of two cases applied to a
stationkeeping mission for the systems previously
mentioned and other propulsion systems which
could also be used for low thrust stationkeeping
missions (solid, liquid, and mono- propellant
chemical). In the traditional scenario the priorities
for the metrics were set as follows: mass> volume
> technical risk> integration> logistics> safety >
price > power > time. The traditional scenario
represents how industry today typically designs a
propulsion system for their customers-mission
success is very important, price is not so important.
The non-traditional scenario weighs the metrics the
following: price> integration> safety> logistics>
technical risk > mass > volume > power > time.
This approach is how UoSAT (or other
universities) would approach the mission, where
cost is a very important factor (an expensive
propulsion system could cost more than the entire
spacecraft mission budget !) and more technical
risk is acceptable.
Figure 2 - Cost Model Results for Stationkeeping
Missions - 2 Scenarios

A water resistojet also offers advantages compared
to the previously mentioned electric propulsion
systems. Currently, lon, PPT's, and hydrazine
resistojets are expensive (>$150,000). Research at
NASA Lewis (with Olin as the contractor) is
looking at lowering the cost of PPT's. Arcjets ,
and MPD's have high power requirements. MPD's
Microwave thrusters are still in the fundamental
research phase.
There are similarities in the system design of a
water resistojet and a chemical system. As with
chemical rockets (which produce heat stored in
chemical bonds), the same concerns exist for the
relative energy in kinetic vs internal energy, as well
as for the loss of energy due to heat transfer and
radiation. The primary difference is that for a
resistojet, the electrically heated channel wall has a
higher temperature than the flow.
Thus, the
performance is limited by the channel wall
temperature. However, the advantage is that any
working fluid can be used as a propellant. Figure 3
shows the Isp, and density specific impulse for
various working fluids for a gas chamber, Tc, of
1000 K. This figure also reinforces water as a
working fluid in a resistojet. Its high storage
density allows it to consume less volume on the
spacecraft than even the very high performance
fluids (like hydrogen).
Figure 3 - Isp and Density Isp for Various
Working Fluids at Tc = 1000 K
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We therefore determined a water resistojet system
was very worthwhile for stationkeeping missions.
We therefore set the following performance goals
in designing the first thruster for UoSA T -12:
• Thrust = 0.01 - 0.5 N
• Specific impulse = 180 - 220 s
• Power = 100 - 560 W
• Duration =>250 minutes total
operation

This study shows that a water resistojet could be
very attractive for low cost stationkeeping
miSSions.
A water resistojet system offers:
competitive performance (-200 sec Isp for input
power levels ranging from 100 - 500 W), easy
integration and low technical risk (due to the water
propellant), very high safety (no SCAPE suits
T. J. Lawrence, J.1. Sellers, J.W. Ward, M. Paul
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Water has some undesirable features that also need
to be addressed. The water must also be able to
safely integrate with the satellite: of the right purity
to minimise corrosion issues; and have some type
of substance to prevent freezing in the lines once
on the spacecraft.
The water must be totally
compatible with thruster materials or the desired
levels of life will not be achieved. There are also
two potential problems with the water exhaust.
Water vapour is a good absorber of
electromagnetic emissions, and the plume from the
resistojet could cause interference with certain
observation experiments.
Secondly, there is
concern that some of the steam might condense on
spacecraft surfaces, particularly solar panels.
Special attention must be paid to the positioning of
the resistojet and its operation to minimise plume
impact. However, even with these issues, we still
believe a low cost system can be designed and
flown to meet the objectives discussed above. This
section will briefly address the Mark I design.

Total programme budget = <$30,000

Water Resistojet Research
Background
Resistojets using water propellant have been
considered for stationkeeping several times during
the past three decades. Biowaste res istoj ets, for
which water was a candidate propellant, were
baselined on the Manned Orbital Research
Laboratory (MORL) during the late 1960's, and
water resistojets were base lined for orbit
maintenance on the industrial Space Facility (ISF)
during the late 1980's. Water was also a candidate
propellant for multipropellant resistojets baselined
for growth versions of Space Station Freedom
(SSF) due to the possibility of reducing life cycle
costs and lead NASA Lewis to reinvestigate water
resistojet in a programme that lasted from 1987 1993. Many hours of test data were obtained on
engineering model and prototype thrusters for all
of these programmes.
Unfortunately, design
problems and difficulties, and outside political
factors that caused the programmes to be
terminated, never allowed a flight qualified system
to be developed or flown. [Morren, 1993].

We decided to pursue a packed bed approach as it
provides high surface area and therefore the
potential for high heat transfer. If the bed heat
exchanger is designed properly, the propellant
temperature will closely approach the temperature
of the heater element prior to expUlsion through the
nozzle. This is accomplished by placing the heater
element in a flow field where the radial and axial
velocities are much smaller than the tangential
velocities.
Consequently, high gas velocities
across the heater surface are maintained while
residence times of the gases contacting the heater
are extended, both factors increase heat exchange
efficiency. This flow field is observed in beds as
An
the gas flows from particle to particle.
additional advantage of a packed bed is the
relatively high pressure drop created as the fluid
flows across the bed which allows for very long
propellant stay time, further increasing heat
transfer efficiency.

The use of water as a resistojet propellant differs
significantly from gas, primarily due to the
requirement that the fluid undergo a phase change
before useful thrust can be obtained. Steam table
data show that -0.52 MJ/kg are required to bring
the liquid from a storage temperature of 290 K to
saturation temperature at a boiler chamber pressure
of 0.4 MPa. Vaporisation of liquid water at that
pressure requires an additional 2.13 MJ/kg.
Although the energy requirements for preheating
and vaporisation are individually insensitive to
ambient pressure, their sum is highly insensitive to
pressure. The water resistojet must expend a large
quantity of power for preconditioning of the
propellant over its entire operating range. Still
more power must be expended to superheat the
vapour, since expansion of saturated vapour to a
hard vacuum would likely result in condensation in
the nozzle. A typical breakdown of the power
input in past designs is as follows: preheating and
vaporising of the propellant represent nearly 60%
of the total power consumed, while superheating of
the steam account for only 20%, with the
remaining input power being dissipated in thermal
losses, both radiative and conductive. [Morren,
1988]. We are not going to discuss the theory
behind liquid boiling- there are many important
issues to consider, i.e. two phase flow, heat
transfer, flow stability, boiling crisis, flow patterns,
drying of vapour, etc. A more detailed discussion
can be found in [Stone, 1975], and [Todreas 1990].
T.1. Lawrence, J.1. Sellers, J.W. Ward, M. Paul

We developed a thermal model of the thruster as a
function of power, mass flow rate, inlet pressure,
bed materials, bed particle size, and thruster
geometry, There were several correlations we used
to model the heat transfer and pressure drop which
are more thoroughly discussed in [Witter, 1993].
The results of this model is shown in Figure 4 and
lead to the preliminary design of the proof of
concept thruster, called the Mark-I.
Mark-I Design

The Mark-I thrust chamber is 30 cm by 120 cm
with a 10 by 110 cm commercial cartridge heater
installed in the centre provided by Hedin in Essex,
UK. It is made of a nickel-chromium alloy
4
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filament, Magnesium oxide insulation, and Inconel
sheath. At 28 V input voltage, it is designed up to
1000 W at a power density of 24 W/cm 2 • Around
the heater, the chamber is packed with a heat
transfer material (leading candidates are stainless
steel, boron carbide, silicon carbide, copper, and
sand) in the form of pellets varying from 50 - 700
/lm in diameter. Water flow rate varies from 0.05
to 0.1 glsec at an inlet pressure of lObar. An
injector was designed with 6 500 /lm holes to
provide an uniform water flow to the bed. As it
enters the chamber, the water passes through a 2
mm sintered disk which keeps the heat transfer
material from interacting with the injector and also
provides a pressure drop to decouple the inlet
pressure from the chamber pressure (otherwise
flow oscillations can regulate the inlet flow). The
water then flows across the bed, is heated, and
passes out through the .5 mm throat diameter
nozzle (expansion ratio is 25:1) as super-heated
steam. A sintered disk (only used for very small
powders) and 50 mesh stainless steel screen have
been used at the aft end to contain the heat transfer
materiaL
The instrumentation in the thrust
chamber consists of three pressure gauges and 12
thermocouples. A drawing ofthe thrust chamber is
shown in Figure 5. The test infrastructure and test
results to date are discussed in the next section.

Figure 5- Cut-away Diagram of experimental
water resistojet

Experimental Apparatus
Figures 6 and 7 show a schematic and picture of
the experimental apparatus. We will briefly step
you through each item on the apparatus. The
power supply is a Farnell H Series 3kW DC power
supply unit. (0-60 V DC, 0-50 A). The power is
adjusted by control knobs for voltage and current
on the console. The power supply console displays
voltage and current via a needle display. A
standard 1A Nitrogen cylinder is used to supply
nitrogen gas to the system. The gas is stored at 200
bar but has a 12 bar regulator to regulate pressure
to the water tank between 0 - 12 bar. The volume
of the cylinder is 7278.24 L which is adequate for
completing several runs. The water is stored in a 2
L tank (stores de-ionised water supplied by the
University of Surrey Chemical Engineering
Department) donated by Mr Malcolm Paul. The
tank has been proof tested up to 100 bar. There are
5 valves in the system. Valve 1 is used to open
pressure from the nitrogen cylinder to the water
tank (simulates cold gas pressurant which will be
used on the UoSAT-12); valve 2 is a system relief
valve; valve 3 is aft of the tank to open flow to the
flow meter; valve 4 (needle valve) is used at the
flow meter to regulate flow into the thruster; and
the last valve is used to dump excess gas from the
system once an experiment is completed. One filter
is located aft of the water tank. Standard 1;4" o.d.
stainless steel and copper pipe is used for the
system plumbing. The flow meter used is a Fischer
and Porter linear flowmeter rated for water. It has
a linear scale with a red sphere used to read flow
between the scales. We did a "catch and weigh" at
the start of the programme for calibration. We
took several readings on the linear scale and then
did a linear regression to get the actual flow rate in
gls. There are three pressure gauges in the system.
One at the inlet to the injector; one in the thrust
chamber prior to the aft screen mesh or sintered
disk (depending on bed material); and one aft of

Figure 4-Predicted performance for water
resistojet with various bed materials (SS = stainless
B4C
boron
carbide)
steel,
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that gauge just before the nozzle to measure exit
pressure of the chamber. There are 12
thermocouple locations - 6 in a perfect circle in the
middle of the chamber and 6 at the aft end of the
chamber. These thermocouples were placed at
various depths inside the bed. After initial tests, it
was decided to just use two thermocouples • 1 in
the middle of the chamber buried close to the
heater, and one at the aft end near the chamber
wall. This was due to leak problems that occurred
during the. initial tests.
Figure 6 - Schematic of Experimental Apparatus
Each test was monitored by at least two personnel.
The response of the system allowed two people to
record the data by hand. Power, an three pressure
gauge readings, thermocouple, flowmeter readings,
time via a stop watch, and observations (time to
reach steady state, amount of vapour produced, if
any water came out, etc) were recorded at each
minute of thruster operation. Run duration was
from 30 minutes to 5 hours.
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The programme went from start to fIrst test in 3
months. The cost for the thruster (all heat transfer
material included) and complete test infrastructure
was L 2700.
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Test Campaign

This section addresses the test campaign on the
Mark-I thruster from the initial test on 18 March
1996 through 7 August 1996. The total amount of
test hours to date is just over 25 hours with
stainless steel, boron carbide, silicon carbide,
copper, and sand as the bed materials.

Figure 7 - Pictures of the Experimental
Apparatus

T. J. Lawrence, J.J. Sellers, J.W. Ward, M. Paul

The fITst series of tests investigated 450 !lm
stainless steel spheres (density = 8000 kglm3, Cp=
460 Jlkg, and k =18 W/m2) as the heat transfer
material. Stainless steel was chosen due to its good
heat capacity and thermal conductivity properties,
its compatibility to the thrust chamber (same
material) since thermal expansion can be a problem
in beds, and its low cost - L 50 for 20 kg. A total of
17 hours of useful tests were conducted on the
stainless steel bed. All of the results will be shown
in the next section. There were several interesting
observations noted from the stainless steel
campaign: it took a very long time to reach steady
state and exit flow with pure steam (on the order of
15 minutes). We attributed this to its high density
(takes a long time to heat up compared to less
dense materials); post inspection of the bed after
runs showed that the s.s. became discoloured in the
middle of the bed and sintered itself to the heater.
Even though this phenomena occurred, no drastic
changes in performance were noticed; the bed was
tested horizontally and vertically with no changes
in performance which shows the bed can function
6
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end of the bed to keep the powder in (worked well,
with little pressure drop across the disk !). The
copper performed quite well. The bed ~e~ted up
very rapidly (due to high thermal conductiVity) and
reached pure steam operation in only 3 - 5 minutes.
A total of approximately 2 hours of test data was
recorded for copper. After each run, the bed
cooled down quite rapidly once the power supply
was shut off. Water almost instantly started
comin a out of the apparatus. Again, this could be
attribu7ed to the high thermal conductivity of the
copper - it really takes the heat away. After
disassembly of the copper bed, it was noticed that
the copper completely sintered itself around the
heater. It was practically in one solid block. One
other phenomenon noticed during testing was a
decrease in the chamber temperature while exit
temperature increased. We believe this could ~ave
been due to channelling in the bed - concentrations
of water were flowing near the middle
thermocouple. This might have occurred due to
the very small powder size, which could lead to a
more unsettled bed and thus make it easier for
channelling to occur. It was also noticed that
oxidation was starting to occur - there was some
white powder mixed in the bed. No significant
performance degradation was noticed over the runs
although they were of short duration.

with respect to changes in gravity; and fmally the
bed was tested continuously for 5 hours which
shows it can meet the UoSAT-12 lifetime
requirement of250 minutes.
The next material to be tested was 500 - 710 Jlm
boron carbide (Density = 2500 kglm J , Cp = 466
Jlkg, and k= 18 W/m2). Out of all of the material
tested, it had the potential for the best performance
due to its heat transfer characteristics (high thermal
conductivity and heat capacity). About 1 hour of
test data was collected. Unfortunately the results
were very poor due to a white pasty substance that
was discovered to be coming out of the nozzle not
too far into each run. This substance came out in
such abundance that it completely clogged up the
nozzle. After repeated performance, the bed was
disassembled and the substance was all over the
bed, causing it to become a solid block. After
consulting with several chemists, we learned (per
Mr Allan Seville of New Metals and Chemicals,
UK), that at temperatures above 300 C the boron
carbide reacts with water/steam to form boron
oxide (a white pasty substance which solidifies to a
salt like substance). Based upon these results, the
boron carbide was thrown out as a candidate
substance.
The third material tested was 500 Jlm SiC which
performed much better. SiC (density = 2970
kglm 3, Cp = 687 Jlkg, k 1.046 W/m2) was chosen
due to its good thermal conductivity, and excellent
heat capacity and low cost (donated from local grit
shop!). About 4 hours of test data were collected
on SiC. The SiC reached pure steam operation
much quicker than stainless steel - in about 4 to 5
minutes. After inspecting the apparatus, it had not
sintered or discoloured in any form after tests looked just like the same material we had originally
put into the thruster. A long duration test could not
be accomplished due to problems with the heater.
Heater life became an issue during this phase of the
programme (This was not unexpected since the
heaters only cost L 30 each). We went through two
heaters - we lost one heater at the end of the s.s.
programme, but that was after 17 hours of test
data). The problem with the heaters was the input
lead wires were getting too hot and melting. We
fIXed this problem by adding a nitrogen purge to
cool the input wires. This worked wonderfully, but
limits the test life due to running out of nitrogen in
the lA cylinder much sooner.
Copper powder was the next material to be tested.
The only inexpensive supply we could find was for
50 Jlm size. We decided to proceed since its very
high thermal conductivity looked very attractive (4
times better than stainless steel). The bed was
packed and the sintered disk was added at the aft
T. 1. Lawrence, J.1. Sellers, lW. Ward, M. Paul

The last material tested was sand. The 500 Jlm
sand (density = 1800 kglm 3, Cp = 444.28 W/m2,
and k
0.5 W/m 2) was donated by John Deere
tractor works. Only one test has been performed
on the sand to date. Its performance looks pretty
good, it reached pure steam operation in 8 ~inutes.
The one noticeable feature of the sand was It really
holds the heat. It was the first material that did not
allow any water to come out through the nozzle
after power shut down - only a change of
temperature of 80 C after 4 minutes after ~hut
down. Of course in the real thruster operation,
water coming out the nozzle would be
unacceptable, but strategies can be developed ~o
prevent this from happening. The sand Will
continue to be tested a few more runs and then a
mixture of bed material will be tested to complete
the Mark-! test campaign.
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Figure 9- Bed Temperature with No Flow
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The next plot shows the exit temperature
thermocouple (close to the wall) and in some cases
the middle thermocouple temperatures (all in K)
and power in watts vs time for one test of each of
the different materials-at comparable power levels.
Figure 10 - Temperature vs Water/Steam Flow for
Various Heat transfer Material
Power and Steam Temperature ¥slime for Various
Bed Materials
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These plots show the advantages / disadvantages of
each of the materials tested.
Stainless steel
obtained the highest exit temperature of the
materials tested, but took the longest time to get
there. The sand and SiC showed a nice uniform
temperature rather quickly. The copper had a fast
start-up, but did not reach a high temperature.
These plots do not show the entire picture of all of
the test data, but give the general trends.

Test Results
This section briefly discusses the test results to
date. The frrst plot shows the result of chamber
temperature (middle thrust chamber thennocouple
in the middle of the bed) versus time with no water
flow. This plot just shows that bed temperatures
close to 1000 K should be achievable with the
system (no shielding or insulation).

T.1. Lawrence, J.J. Sellers, 1.W. Ward, M. Paul
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The last plots show the performance prediction
analysis we have done to date. All of these tests
have been done at atmosphere. For the initial proof
of concept results, we did not bother with
expensive thrust stands or test in vacuum. We
based the entire mark-I thruster tests solely on
thermodynamic predictions. We have come up
with two heat transfer approaches: 1) base the
performance on C*-measured versus ideal based
upon temperature 2) calculate the heat transfer
8
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efficiency via an energy balance using convective
heat transfer. Results of the different efficiencies vs
time for the various runs is shown in Figure 11
(Qeff is convective heat transfer efficiency).

Concurrent with this research, engineers at
SSTL!UoSAT were designing a flexible, multimission minisatellite. With an approximate mass
of 300 kg, the minisatellite structural design builds
on the modular approach used in the UoSAT
microsatellites in a way that allows maximum reuse of subsystems between the two platforms. A
diagram of the minisatellite is shown in Figure 12.
As this is written, the first flight of this new
satellite bus, dubbed UoSAT-12, is in critical
design for a launch in Mid-l 997 .

Figure 11 - Heat Transfer Efficiencies
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The technical objectives for the minisatellite
mission strike a compromise between all the
features a flexible minisatellite bus would have and
what can be achieved within the available budget
and time scale. The following technical objectives
have been defmed for the UoSAT-12 mission:
1. Demonstrate
a commercially viable
minisatellite bus with industry-standard
support systems
• 28 VDC power bus
• 1 MBPS S-band down-link
2. Demonstrate
that
enhanced
core
microsatellite technologies can be used in a
minisatellite:
• Intel
386-based
on
board
computers (OBC)
• Low-rate VHF!UHF data links
• Distributed 'IT&C via control area
network (CAN)
3. Demonstrate major new subsystems:
• Enhanced attitude determination
and control capability
• Propulsion system capability with
orbit maintenance and attitude
control
4. Enhance existing UoSAT payloads using
resources of the minisatellite to provide
operational demonstration of:
• High-resolution «30 m) multispectral visible imaging
• Store-and-forward communications
to small terminals
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These results showed that with the tests run to date,
stainless steel had the best efficiency. Sand and
SiC had very similar results. More tests will be
conducted before the Mark-! design phase is
completed. The last plot shows there is a close
correlation between the two methods which is
encouraging.
More formal methods will be
investigated
as
testing
continuesboth
thermodynamic and thrust stand. A more detailed
discussion of the results to date is described in
[Lawrence, 1996].
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Figure 12- Diagram of University of Surrey
in
mm)
Minisatellite
(dimensions

accumulators at a nominal 4 bar for use by the
thrusters. Eight cold-gas thrusters will be used for
the attitude control experiment. Two thrusters will
be used for the orbit control experiment. Pressure
in the accumulators will be increased to lObar to
pressurise the water during the resistojet
experiment.
The water resistojet designed for UoSAT-12 will
be called the Mark-II.
The thruster will be
designed to integrate with the existing cold gas
system, and due to the experimental flavour of the
mission, will only carry 2 kilograms of water to
serve a as technology demonstration mission. Onorbit results will be used to design the Mark-Ill,
which will provide the 200 mls 6 V requirement.
The programme is on the fast-track, the Mark-II
test campaign will start in October. Final engine
check-out tests will be conducted in vacuum and
are scheduled to be completed in Jan 1997. Table 1
summarises the total performance available.

27'

Figure 13 - Schematic of UoSAT-12 Propulsion
system

Performance Parameter
Total mass N2 available
Total Impulse (cold gas)
Total Angular Impulse
(cold gas)
Total mass H20 available
Total Impulse (resistojet)

N, FilllDrain
Valve

Value
7.1 kg
4.389 x 103 Nsec
2.085 x 103 Nmsec

2kg
2 x 103 Nsec
6 V=-12 mis
Table 1: Summary of performance parameters
for UoSAT-12 propulsion system.
Every effort was made to rely on proven terrestrial
hardware when available and on flight proven
hardware procured to realistic requirements. This
effort has culminated in a unique, flexible design
that can be readily adapted to a variety of
propulsion system types (hybrid, bi-propellant or
mono-propellant) at extremely low cost. In
addition, spacecraft integration costs were factored
in early in system design. The resulting system is
both easy to integrate and test.

Cold-Gu Thrusters
(8)( allitude conlJ'Ol, 2
)(otbiICOlllJ'OI)

Conclusions
Figure 13 shows the schematic of the propUlsion
system layout for UoSAT-12. A cold gas system
will be used for attitude control and some part of
the orbit manoeuvring.
There are three main 200 bar nitrogen tanks which
provide propellant for the cold-gas thrusters as well
as pressurisation for the water resistojet system.
Water will be stored in two, I -litre specially
designed piston tanks. Pressure is regulated via the
pulsing of two high pressure valves which will be
controlled using feedback from a downstream
transducer. Low pressure gas will be stored in two
T. J. Lawrence, 1.1. Sellers, 1.W. Ward, M. Paul

The most cost-effective propulsion system can only
be found by weighing all options along the nine
dimensions of the total cost paradigm within the
context of a given mission. For very low-cost,
logistically constrained missions, unconventional
options such as water resistojets offer many unique
advantages over current off-the shelf options.
Future research will focus on demonstrating this
technology in orbit.
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